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Background-The Path to User Experience

 UX is not just the new buzzword for usability; it represents a new design paradigm.
 As technology gets more complex, designing and evaluating also get more complex.
•

Law, Effie L-C., and Paul van Schaik. "Modelling user experience–An agenda for research and practice." (2010): 313-322.
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Background - User Experience
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User Experience
o

The overall experience a person has when interacting with
any artifacts


o

Subjective, holistic, emotional, long-term

The better your user experience,
the more likely it is people will
want to do business with you

How do you improve user experience?

o

•

Law, Effie L-C., and Paul van Schaik. "Modelling user experience–An agenda for research and practice." (2010): 313-322.

Measure how satisfied users are when
they interact with your company

Importance of UX Research
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“Every dollar invested in UX will bring $2 to $100 in return”
[PETER ECKERT]

A- Saves Money and Time
o
o

C- Competitive Advantage
o
o

•
•

Reduce wasted development time
Decrease the cost of customer support

Importance of
UX Research

Gain competitor insights
Don’t fall behind

[USERTESTING] ]https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2015/01/06/invest-in-ux/
[UX Magazine] https://uxmag.com/articles/understanding-the-importance-of-user-research-with-steve-portigal

B- Increases Revenue (ROI)
o
o

Increase conversion rates
Improve customer retention and loyalty

Importance of UX Research - Save Time and Money
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“A little up-front UX research can save you hundreds of engineering hours and thousands of dollars.”
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Reduce wasted development time

Test & Fix
problems proactively— use
findings to inform future designs —
dramatically reduce the burden on support
team and save thousands of dollars.

+ 2,500
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Donation/Day

-50,000
Reworking cost

1

5

개발자

Launch website
for donation

- 912,000

2

Decrease the cost of customer support

Decrease Training
Save Development time
Reduce errors
More use

- 2,500

charity
organization
3
Made Donation

Loss/day

Loss/Year
Solution

Getting early feedback from target market—
and making research-backed, user-centered
design decisions—help to avoid expensive
errors, saving hundreds of engineering
hours and thousands of dollars.






-50,000
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UX Measurements
2
•
•

[USERTESTING] ]https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2015/01/06/invest-in-ux/
[UX Magazine] https://uxmag.com/articles/understanding-the-importance-of-user-research-with-steve-portigal

Website User

Importance of UX Research- Increases Revenue (ROI)
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Investing in customer experience will help you reduce churn and ensure loyalty

Traffic (Visitors)

Leads

Website

Increase conversion rates
UX research is complement to A/B testing
and analytics — to understand why
customers behave the way they do — make
higher-converting design and marketing
decisions.

Business
Needs

Users
Needs
4%

500 Visitors

Increase Traffic

WHY

WHAT
Improve customer retention and loyalty
Investing time and resources into customers
— have a positive user experience are going
to be more likely to stick with your
products— to become brand ambassador.

ROI
•
•

[USERTESTING] ]https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2015/01/06/invest-in-ux/
[UX Magazine] https://uxmag.com/articles/understanding-the-importance-of-user-research-with-steve-portigal

Improve
Conversion Rate

BOOM! New High
Score

KNOW YOUR
CUSTOMER’S
THOUGHT BEFORE
THEY DO

Customer
Loyalty

Revenue
Generation

20 Leads

Conversion Rate

TRACK USER
FLOWS

TRACK
CLICKS

ASK
QUESTIONS

Importance of UX Research - Competitive Advantage
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User research is a great way to “spy” on your competition

Gain competitor insights
Run user tests on competitors—what they’re
doing right, why users trust them over you,
which other companies in industry users are
already doing business with and why they
like working with those companies.

Identify
Competitors

Benchmarking
Competitors

Backlink &
PR Analysis
Competitor
Traffic Analysis

Rankings of
Competitors
•
•

[USERTESTING] ]https://www.usertesting.com/blog/2015/01/06/invest-in-ux/
[UX Magazine] https://uxmag.com/articles/understanding-the-importance-of-user-research-with-steve-portigal

On-page
Analysis

INSIGHTS

Don’t fall behind
More companies are investing in UX and
customer
experience—chances
are
competitors too. Customers—growing to
expect good user experiences— becoming
increasingly intolerant of bad ones.

GAIN
COMPETITOR

User Experience Design (UXD)
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User Experience Design (UXD)
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User Experience Design (UXD)
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User Experience design (UXD)

Designers and engineers having learnt some design thinking and using it to
generate innovative ideas
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User Experience design (UXD)
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Service Design

UXD involves…
the design of interfaces between humans
looking to achieve a particular goal (and
hence performing tasks) and the
products/systems used to accomplish their
tasks.

Digital
Design

Interior
Design
Industrial
Design

Content Design
Visual Communications
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Can we do without UXD?

What do users think about your system?
REJECT

FRUSTRATION

NETURAL

USABLE

ADVOCATE

APPEALING

“I don’t use the system”

“I use it when needed”

“I tell my friends to use it”

“I hate using it”

“It’s alright”

“I like using it”

USEFUL

USABLE

Does the concept/product
help the user achieve his
goals?

Is the product/system
easy to learn and use?

Does the concept/product
improve his overall user
experience when pursuing
his goal?

Can the user easily see
how using the
product/system will help
him achieve his goals?

Okay, so how can We incorporate
UXD into any project?
For example IMP

Philosophy of UXD
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User
Needs

Solution
Solution that create
change

Philosophy
of

The product must delightfully satisfy
the end user needs

Customer
Needs

The product support the business in
achieving its objective

UXD
Technology

Three Key Stockholders

The product need to be
technologically feasible

Disciplines of UX
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Process of UX
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RESEARCH

Conduct user research to understand
unmet needs and desires

RESEARCH
Get a modern
PowerPoint
IDEATION

ITERATE

ITERATE

IDEATION

Get a modern
PowerPoint

Get a modern
PowerPoint

Launch, test, learn, and repeat

DEVELOP
DEVELOP

Get a modern
PowerPoint

DESIGN

DESIGN

Get a modern
PowerPoint

Start with low fidelity, work toward high
fidelity, and test/evaluate/validate along the
way

Build early and fast, and continue testing /
validating with working prototype

Process of UX
RESEARCH

IDEATION

Create multiple concepts to combinatory
innovation

DESIGN

DEVELOP

ITERATE

Optimized UX is vital for the future of healthcare
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Optimized UX Healthcare benefits

Enhancing Patient Care

Expedite User Interaction Capture

Facilitate Team Based Collaboration

Identify Outcome Scenarios and Risk
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Reduce Cognitive Workload

Patient Engagement across multiple
devices
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Healthcare UX Trends for Optimized UXD
Healthcare UX Challenges
Wearables and Data Visualization
For the everyday user, smartwatches count the steps, track
sleep, monitor heart rate or blood pressure

Telemedicine
personal touch.

Consumer-focused design and personalized
experiences in healthcare
With information available at all times online, the patient
becomes a consumer who has knowledge and interest of
the possibilities and circumstances during their medical
treatment.

Voice User Interfaces
Health tech doesn’t always involve just
graphic user interfaces

Virtual and Augmented Reality

Healthcare
UX

Virtual reality (VR) can help experiencing and
simulating situations from which we can gain
knowledge we didn’t have access to before.

AI and Chatbots
Artificial intelligence (AI) has a great
potential in healthcare.

Wearables and Data Visualization [1/3]
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Technology Trend
smartwatches
blood pressure
smartwatches count the steps and
much more…

You can simply impress your
audience and add a unique zing and
appeal to your Presentations. Easy to
change colors, photos.

Tech trend:
track sleep
monitor heart rate
You can simply impress your
audience and add a unique zing and
appeal to your Presentations. Easy to
change colors, photos.

Track the user sleep with different
devices such as smart phone, smart
watch and others

Wearables and Data Visualization [2/3]
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UX Challenge

Number

Simple

Prioritize

While these devices need to
give the most accurate data
possible, they also have to
make it easily
understandable. The user
no longer wants to see
numbers, but useful insights
for predicting future well being.

The information the device
shows poses the challenge
here: always keep it simple,
because the user might
want to just quickly look at
the results.

So, many complex
interactions can confuse
due to information
overload, need to prioritize
information

Wearables and Data Visualization [3/3]
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UX Challenge

Number

Simple

Prioritize

While these devices need to
give the most accurate data
possible, they also have to
make it easily
understandable. The user
no longer wants to see
numbers, but useful insights
for predicting future well being.

The information the device
shows poses the challenge
here: always keep it simple,
because the user might
want to just quickly look at
the results.

So, many complex
interactions can confuse
due to information
overload, need to prioritize
information

Keep it simple designing wearables. Apple, for example,
chose to use bright colors and contrast (left), while Fitbit
Surge uses a very minimalistic interface (right)

Virtual and Augmented Reality
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UX Challenge

Healthcare
UX

Virtual reality (VR) can help
experiencing and simulating
situations from which we can gain
knowledge we didn’t have access
to before
Technology Trend

• Patient
engagement and entertainment to
Simple PowerPoint Presentation
distract them from what’s going on in the
Simple PowerPoint Presentation
hospital
around them.
• To Simple
give PowerPoint
a feelingPresentation
of safety, it should give
users an environment they can trust.
• They can let themselves into an unknown
environment while already in a vulnerable
situation in the hospital, so it must keep
them from feeling threatened.
• In contrast, an AR tool also involves reality,
so it requires the balance between real
and digitalized content to keep user
attention.

AI and Chatbots [1/2]

Technology Trend
Artificial intelligence (AI) has a great potential in
healthcare. Chatbots make it possible to experience
a human-like discussion with an AI doctor or
therapist. This can save a lot of time setting
appointments or reminding the patient to take their
pills.
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AI and Chatbots [2/2]
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1
Consider creating something
able to learn as much as
possible in the
communication process.

These technologies pose interesting
challenges in healthcare UX design and
designing chatbots can from a
communication as well as a design
perspective

3

2
UX Challenge

Giving precise and useful
explanations rank far more highly,
so building a relatively primitive
algorithm probably won’t suffice
here..

Voice User Interfaces [1/2]
Technology Trend

Health tech doesn’t always involve just
graphic user interfaces.

VUI can do a lot of good for patients with movement or visual sensing problems. It can
also help during any type of activity requiring physical movement (sport enthusiasts,
athletes), without needing to grab a device to start recording their measurements.
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Voice User Interfaces
UX Challenge

Some cases have already come up about this
regarding healthcare. Jonathan O’Donnell
has experimented on Amazon Echo to use it
in a hospital to help inpatients. The question
remains however:
o How will you prototype all those voice user
interfaces?
o What does a user journey look like?
o Where do the touch points lie?
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Consumer-focused design and personalization [1/2]
Technology Trend

o With information available at all times online, the patient
becomes a consumer who has knowledge and interest of
the possibilities and circumstances during their medical
treatment.
o With access to their own records and treatment, they can
feel involved and therefore better engage with services.
o With its personalized programs, the patient can control
their own treatment.
o Using understandable language and providing little
personalized tips make the whole experience quite
humane.
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Consumer-focused design and personalization [2/2]
UX Challenge

o Creating more personalized experiences in
healthcare UX means users need to become
more aware of their overall well-being, and
so they become industry consumers.
o They must understand medical expressions
such as enjoyability factors come into play.
o Consequently, patient engagement research
gives a huge plus to creating healthcare
products.
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Telemedicine [1/2]
Technology Trend

o The concept quite logically refers back to what we said
about chatbots and the consumer approach: Why suffer
the pain of arranging an appointment and driving across
the entire city to get to the doctor’s office
o You can also ask for advice online?
o Messaging or video-chatting makes everything easier
for both parties;
o The patient gets answers without having to actually go
anywhere, and it saves time for the doctor as well.
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Telemedicine [2/2]
UX Challenge

o As one shortcoming with the telemedicine
concept, some doctors or therapists might
not want to lose the “personal touch”.
o In this healthcare UX domain, we prioritize
designing experiences as seamless as a
personal visit.
o For this reason, we find long rounds of user
testing and needs analyses crucial for
success.
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Conclusion

Design

Design leads to
invention
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User Experience

User Experience Design

User overall
experience from
idea to design

UX as Processing

UX Trends in Healthcare

Healthcare UX
Trends for
Optimized UXD

Thank you

